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Emily Jane Loboda Interview By Thomas Erdmann

Emily Jane Loboda

I

ease. Her abilities are undoubtedly heard in her solo 

performances she has done throughout the United States 

 

2016 Concerto Competition

Competition
2016 North 

in 2011
Tennessee Music Teachers 

Association Conference in 2011/2012

Journal Entries of an 
Introvert  at the 2016 North American 

of Second Study for Alto Saxophone, Video, and Electronics: 
pulp, by James Thorpe Buchanan.

. Currently teaching at Mitchell 
, she holds 

I always like to start by asking about equipment. Why did 
you choose a Selmer Series III soprano?

a great sound. It’s a little harder to play than some of the 

Emily Loboda’s Website
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Interview By Thomas Erdmann
On alto you play a Yamaha. What was better about that 
horn as opposed to the other ones you tried?

changed the sound of the instrument and the response is 

You use Selmer Paris mouthpieces on both the alto and 
soprano for your classical work. Why those, and why those for 
classical music?
 On the alto I play a Selmer Paris Larry Teal mouthpiece 

 I played on Vandoren mouthpieces for about a year 

shipment of Selmer mouthpieces. I tried one of them and fell 

You use Vandoren reeds for your classical work. What 
is the asset, for you, of those reeds when playing classical 
music?

last up to a full year.

 
What is your secret to making a reed last so long?

grain seals the reed. I get the reed to just the right strength 

months later, the reed ages, or something, and they play 

For your jazz playing you use D’Addario reeds. Why 
those for jazz?

Sensuous 
    Curves.

      Seductive
Voice.

Fluent
 In Any Language.          

Comes From 
          A Respected
          Family.
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beginning of the year and tried a 

 I tried some Vandoren reeds 

tried out the D’Addario reeds, 
the 2 Hard ones, and they played 

sound out of that setup. Playing 

different than playing really loud 

had to get used to that. This 
mouthpiece and reed setup has 
helped me in distinguishing my 

One of the things you’re doing 
within your graduate DMA work 
is building your jazz abilities. 
This includes upcoming jazz lessons with Branford Marsalis 
from an assistantship you won. Is it possible, if a saxophonist 
wants to be a working musician in the 21st century, to just 
specialize in either classical or jazz, or is it really imperative 
these days to have abilities in both?
 I feel as a classical player you need some other things to 

Your recording of the Bach transcription piece is 
incredible
playing transcriptions of Bach’s music, and many saxophone 
teachers require their students to perform his music. You 
are able to perform the piece with an exceptionally light yet 
perfectly pointed and clear articulation style. How do you 
help your students develop their articulation skills to the high 
degree you have?

this afternoon. I tend to articulate a little differently than 

because it can bring more energy to the music. I, of course, 

is behind the tongue. Tonguing on the reed in a light style, 

can be a really hard thing for 

to really push to the student 
that they need to focus their air 

be easier and better.

through one of those really tiny 

get their air stream and tongue 

   Also, people get confused about 

the-tip-of-the-reed thing. Actually 
you should tongue a little further 

really more in the middle of that style, and so my tonguing is 
a little different than most.

One of the things students tend to stumble over, with regard 
to playing Bach’s music, is the wonderful lyricism his music 
includes. Your lyricism is spectacular on your recording 
of the Bach, as well as on the second movement of Decruck’s 
Sonata for Saxophone and Piano and the slow section in the 

your students develop their lyricism to the high extent you’ve 
developed yours?

being lyrical and musical. I tell them, “If anything, you need 
to focus on that, musicality and lyricism, more than the 

but lyricism and musicality are something you feel and 
that’s a hard concept to teach.
 At the beginning of anything my students and I do, I tell 

dynamics on the page. Most of the time the composer can 

Emily Loboda’s Equipment
Soprano - Selmer Series III, a Selmer Paris S90 
190 mouthpiece for classical and a 

 
Alto 
a C. Robert Scott refaced Selmer Paris Larry 
Teal mouthpiece for classical playing and a 

Handmade Ligature for classical and Vandoren 
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Students generally don’t have the 
opportunity to play in ensemble with a 
pianist until they come to college. Your 
interplay with your pianist throughout 
Yoshimatsu’s Fuzzy Bird Sonata is 
excellent. The rubatos, accelerandos, and 
the way your lines match rhythmically 
as well as musically are perfect. It’s as 
if both of you are of the same mind. 
Do you have suggestions to help college 
students to be effective in their limited 
time with a pianist in order to make 
music at the highest level possible?

before the performance. About four or 

during my undergraduate years because 

chance to run your music once before 
you played it in front of people. This 

once. At a certain point in a semester I 

piece, and the piano part, a rhythm or 

their part.

through the rests but listening to the 

the pianist is doing and are listening 

music happens.

One of the things I’m most impressed 
with in your playing is the incredible 
rhythmic accuracy and metric 

Paul Cohen - proprietor
totheforepublishers.com
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and Nicholas Flagello. 
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perfection you exhibit when playing fast notes. This is 
superbly seen on the third movement of Decruck’s Sonata as 
well as on the Yoshimatsu Fuzzy Bird Sonata. How do you 
practice in order to be so perfect with regard to your rhythmic 
exactness at extremely fast tempos, even when the rhythms 
extend over the bar line and the wicked changing meters on 
the Yoshimatsu composition?

undergrad professor, Phil Barham at Tennessee Tech. He 

passage.
 You also play the passage with an entirely random rhythm, 
but with all the right notes. These rhythmic tricks always 
make the technique in music click for me; it’s like 
you’re connecting different parts in your brain. You 
come to really know the music because you’re playing it so 
many different ways. Mr. Barham would tell me, “Almost 
all missed notes are because of a missed rhythm,” and not 
because you don’t know the notes.

in front of the metronome or behind it.

Those are some great exercises. Thank you for sharing them. 
You make exceptional musical statements on the 
quasi-cadenza near the beginning of the Fuzzy Bird 
Sonata. What advice do you have for others who are working 

as you do on this highly involved and truly wicked quasi-
cadenza? 

Fuzzy 
Bird Sonata

Fuzzy Bird

grasped that free interpretation concept, yet still staying 

One of the modern extended techniques you’ve developed is a 
wonderfully musical slap tonguing tongue you exhibit on 
the Fuzzy Bird Sonata. What advice do you have for others 
when it comes to developing slap tonguing ability?

the reed, not on the mouthpiece but just the reed itself, and 
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sound on their horn.

Your playing on Karel Husa’s Elegie et Rondeau, which 
was written for Sigurd Rascher, is incredible. It is truly a 
virtuosic piece, both from a technical and musical standpoint. 
What advice do you have for others who are learning this 
piece in order to make it be as musical as possible?
 Elegie part, there are some 

difference on the Husa or any piece.
Rondeau, there are some 

more rhythmically based, but you cannot get caught up in 

When it comes to warming up, do you have a routine you do 
to get you ready to practice?
 

www.dillonmusic.com
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notes, Bb to D, four times, then I go up chromatically nine 
notes once, Bb to F-sharp. Then I repeat this up a half step, 

 
 
When it comes to practicing, are there certain areas of 
technique you want your students to work on each and every 
day? 
 

don’t let them stop. I tell them to catch up to me, so they can 

for students so I stress the scales. I tell them, “If you’re going 

I’ve been asking this question a lot lately because I’m seeing 
so many saxophonists want to play the soprano at younger 
and younger ages. It is an instrument fraught with 

you believe they are ready to take on the particular challenges 
of the soprano?

If the student hasn’t done that it might not be a disaster, 

challenges. The intonation is a lot different than the 
alto, and it’s a lot harder to play the instrument. I didn’t 

You’ve had tremendous success in performing at 
competitions, and this is still something you regularly 
engage in. What is your mindset in the weeks before a 
competition to help you focus and practice at your best for 
these events?

program at once.

going. This helps me simulate the competition. I try to 

getting enough sleep and eating correctly is important. 
The proper sleep times and eating correctly sometimes 

yourself can do.

Click Blue Text “Live Online Links” In Articles To View Videos, Webpages, Links In Ads & To Send Email
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When you’re about to walk on stage for a competition, what is 
your mindset at that moment?

to play the best I can in the most musical manner I can. I try 

in order to make a good impression at a college music 
department entrance audition?

of your personality is really important.

school in order to introduce yourself and maybe get a short 

Click Blue Text “Live Online Links” In Articles To View Videos, Webpages, Links In Ads & To Send Email
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helpful. 

I am so disappointed by how auditionees dress. When I talk 
to high school kids at competitions and clinics I always 
talk about dressing appropriately. It really does make a 
difference. Look the part. All of the things you said.

With all of the new music you’ve premiered and continue to 
premiere, do you like to work with the composer while 
they’re composing the music or do you prefer to stay out of the 
mix and wait until the music hits your stand?

Journal Entries of an Introvert

composers than some other people might be.

opportunity to play in a saxophone quartet. You play in the 
Ataraxia saxophone quartet. Why do you feel experience 
in saxophone quartets is so important to developing 
saxophonists?

other players.
 Because of being in that group I can play in tune in larger 

In some pieces you go chord by chord sometimes learning 

for the opportunity I had to play in this group. 

When it comes to tuning in a saxophone quartet, what is your 
recommendation with regard to which instrument should 
give the pitch that everyone tunes to?

comes in. 

don’t come in before the other instruments are in tune yet. 

the chromatic scale and holding each not until it is in tune is 

What advice do you have for high school students who are 
thinking of making music a career?

undergraduate degree, from my junior year in high school 

Selected Emily Loboda Performance Videos

performed by Emily Loboda

Elegie et Rondeau - Karel Husa
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